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Experimental [1] and theoretical [2] studies of radial redistribution of fast ions

during crashes of sawtooth oscillations have shown that the redistribution depends on

the particle energy and the pitch angle. Thus, the post-crash velocity distribution

differs from the pre-crash one, being anisotropic even when the pre-crash state is

isotropic. Furthermore, the post-crash spatial distribution of fast ions is likely to be

non-axisymmetric. The aim of the present work is to study post-crash collisional

relaxation of the fast-ion distribution function to the axisymmetric and isotropic state.

It is shown that the population of fast ions enriched with circulated particles

outside the sawtooth inversion radius due to a crash relaxes to the isotropic state with

the characteristic time rmx/(Rv±) (where rmix is the sawtooth mixing radius, R is the

major radius of the torus, and vi is the frequency of pitch-angle scattering). This time

for the ions with 8 >\ MeV may exceed the sawtooth period in modern tokamaks.

Thus, the crash-produced anisotropy may persist throughout the sawtooth cycle.

The second process studied in this work is relaxation of a helically perturbed

spatial distribution of fast ions to the axisymmetric one. The mechanism of the

relaxation was found to be diffusion enhanced by velocity shear of the ion toroidal

rotation caused by toroidal precession for trapped ions and longitudinal motion for

circulating ones. The time of the collisional relaxation well exceeds the crash duration

but is much less than the sawtooth period, which means that the pre-crash state is

axisymmetric. The time resolution required to observe the spatial asymmetry is

estimated. Post-crash motion of circulating fast ions is shown to depend on q(r),

which may be used for measurements of q(r) provided the time resolution of the fast

ion diagnostics is rather high.
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